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Smart Buildings
• Building Automation
• Room Management
• Smart Touch Switches
VDA was established in Italy in 1980 as group of specialists
involved in technological developments across various sectors,
from the construction industry to the industrial industry. The
company’s identity and mission over the years progressively
focused on the specific sector of building management systems
for hospitality, developing and producing hardware and software
for the Room Management System market.
Micromaster is the room management system created from
VDA, with precise objectives:
•

to integrate a unique room system, to include all the
electrical and mechanical features of the room, to give the
guest comfort and user-friendly technology;

•

to improve the internal management by the hotel staff,
thanks to an easy-to-use supervision software that provides
all information on room status, room access and
room climate;

•

to simplify the cabling, installation and maintenance of
the systems.

From the end of the last century, VDA expanded into a new
market, the BMS (Building Management System) sector.
So the room automation of the hotel expanded from the
bedroom to the entire building, to guarantee a better use
and management of all the areas and technological features
available within the building. Over the years, VDA has been
providing a more and more complete package, thanks to a team
of specialists that from 2003 have been analysing and resolving
the issues surrounding the BMS system, giving the Client total
automation of the building. The VDA offer today covers also
Interactive Television, providing IPTV and Guest Wifi.
Vitrum is a union of technology, innovation and design, a smart
switch collection for room control. A unique and revolutionary
concept that transforms the traditional switch into high
technology designed objects for home automation. A light ring,
a glass surface, your hand.
Three simple and harmonious things that offer you an
unprecedented sensorial impact. The great attention to detail
that characterise Vitrum, together with the most worldwidely
used protocols – Modbus, Z-Wave and KNX – makes Vitrum a
simply inimitable product.

Vitrum Smart Touch Switches

Today Building
Automation
involves more
and more
aspects of
the building,
extending to
different hotel
features, for
example using
lighting features
to decorate
the bedrooms,
the public
areas, and also
external walls.

To satisfy this new market VDA extended the Vitrum range
through our Smart Switches, using Smart panels for lighting,
access and temperature control. The switches were developed
using the Vitrum aesthetics, and perfectly integrate with
the Micromaster technology. Today VDA redeveloped the
entire Vitrum Smart Switch collection to bring it also into
the residential market, making them independent from the
Micromaster system. The continuous process of development,
innovation, implementation and optimisation, transformed
this family business into an important group that now enjoys
leadership within the Room Management System world
for hospitality.
The company designs and manufactures all of its own key
components and software, providing international certifications,
as well as country specific ones. VDA also produces complex
customised solutions that are able to satisfy almost any request
or need.
VDA Group has installed and maintains more than 1,800
systems across 190,000 rooms, across four different
Continents, in many prestigious locations, working with
worldwide hotel chains such as Hilton, Kempinsky, Hyatt, Rocco
Forte, and Park Plaza, and big hotels such as MGM Macau.

